
Mixed Media Flower Power
Instructions No. 638

The colorful Flower Power picture is in mixed media style very quickly self made. The template for the bus can be downloaded on this page. 

And this is how it works 

First the big and the two small Stretched Canvas are primed with Acrylic paint in neon colours as colour gradient . This is best done by wiping up the paint with
a dry Paint sponge and possibly reworking with water. In the next step the masking is stenciled Stencilon the Stretched Canvas 30 x 30 cm. All Stretched
Canvas get an optical hold by wiping the edges of all Stretched Canvas with a sponge and black paint.

Now the template for the bus can be transferred to the square Stretched Canvas As soon as the shapes from bus are painted black, you have a great basis for
the further design of the flower power picture: Colorful flowers and the peace motif are applied to the small Stretched Canvas with effect liner, the bus gets
that certain something with a central peace sign. As soon as everything is dry, you can draw more black contours around the motifs on the small Stretched
Canvas , depending on your taste you can set colored shades 

Another highlight of the bus are Sequinsthat are arranged into flowers and stuck on the bus. Finally the three small Stretched Canvas are placed on the large
colour-Stretched Canvas and also fixed. For the gluing we recommend Effekt-Glue 

Article number Article name Qty
841566 VBS Stretched canvas 30 x 30 cm 1
841832 VBS Stretched canvas 10 x 10 cm 2
110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1
118231 VBS Sequin adhesive 1
649261-32 Sequins domed, metallicRed-Metallic 1

Article information:



649261-33 Sequins domed, metallicGreen-Metallic 1
649261-38 Sequins domed, metallicTurquoise-Metallic 1
649308-44 Sequins domed, iridescentIce blue 1
649308-45 Sequins domed, iridescentYellow 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
120159 VBS Painting sponge "Stencilling Gnome", 3 pieces 1
130011 Tweezers 1
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